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ON IDEALS ANNIHILATING THE TORAL CLASS 
OFBl\[(BZ/PK)N) 

GEORGE NAKOS 

ABSTRACT. A sequence of ideals Ikn Ç BP* is introduced, with the property: 
h,n ^ Ann(7jk,n), where lkn is the toral class of the Brown-Peterson homology of the 
«-fold product BZ/pk x • • • x BZ/pk. These ideals seem to play an interesting and yet 
unclear role in understanding Ann(7^n). They are defined by using the formal group 
law of the Brown-Peterson spectrum BP, and some of their elementary properties are 
established. By using classical theorems of Landweber and of Ravenel-Wilson, the 
author computes the radicals of Ik^n and Kvm(lkn), and discusses a few examples. 

1. Introduction. The problem of computing the oriented or complex bordism of 
finite groups is a classical one. Its solution will help answer many geometric questions 
on groups actions on manifolds. 

The bordism groups of the cyclic groups were easily understood in the early sixties by 
several researchers. In their seminal work on bordism theories, Conner and Floyd [CF] 
compute these groups and make an attempt to compute the bordism of the elementary 
abelian p-groups. The situation here is far more complex. Instead of a "nice" Ktinneth 
formula one has a spectral sequence that carries the information on the connection 
between the bordism of the elementary abelian /7-group and that of its factors. Conner 
and Floyd observed that an obvious action of (Z/p)n on the torus T1 defines an n-
dimensional class in the bordism of B(Z/p)n, known as the toral class. These researchers 
seemed to have realized, early on, that knowledge of the annihilator of the toral class 
was very important in understanding the entire structure of the bordism module of the 
group. They formed a conjecture as to what this annihilator ideal ought to be, known as 
the Conner-Floyd conjecture. 

In general, the study of/7-local bordism and cobordism problems can be carried out 
(equivalently) by the Brown-Peterson homology and cohomology theories. In the case 
of a finite abelian /?-group G, the problem of computing its bordism is equivalent (and 
reduces) to the problem of computing the Brown-Peterson homology of BG, the classi
fying space of G, BP*(#G). In this setting and by recalling that BP* = Z(/7)[vi, V2,...], 
the Conner-Floyd conjecture can be stated as follows: 

CONJECTURE 1 (CONNER-FLOYD, [CF]). For any odd prime p, the annihilator of the 
n-dimensional toral class in BVn(BZ/p)n is In = (p, v i , . . . , vn_i). 
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Although Conner and Floyd proved that /„ Ç (p, v i , . . . , vn-\), proving the conjecture 
required another twenty years. This was done by Ravenel and Wilson in [RW], by an 
amazing application of the Morava ^f-theories: 

THEOREM 2 (RAVENEL-WILSON, [RW]). The Conner-Floyd conjecture is true. 

A few years later, Steve Mitchell [M], gave a very elegant and conceptual proof of 
this theorem by using a certain spectrum and some of its elementary properties. His 
work involved only bordism techniques and he made no use of the Morava A'-theories. 
Furthermore, Mitchell extended the theorem to the case of p - 2. 

The next natural question is the bordism of finite abelian /7-groups. Now, although 
we still have a toral class there is no corresponding Conner-Floyd conjecture; or at least 
not an obvious one. The author brought some disturbing news when his study of the 
cases of the groups Z/p x Z/pn and Z/p2 x Z/p2 revealed that the annihilators of the 
corresponding toral classes are rather complicated. Indeed, they are respectively (p, V[) 
and (p2,/7Vi, v^+2) = (/?, v\){p1 v^+1) [N-l]. Note that the latter ideal is not even regular. 

Particular calculations show that the annihilators of the toral class of p-groups have 
generators that are very complicated (but quite interesting) polynomials in the generators 
of the coefficient ring. In this note we try to initiate a systematic study of these annihilator 
ideals by first introducing a sequence of ideals that are, in general, properly contained 
in the annihilators. These ideals are invariant and their radicals, after proper indexing, 
are the prime ideals In. Indeed, we prove that the radicals of the annihilators are also /„. 
Although we can only go as far as computing the radicals, the methods and the approach 
might be of interest to some workers. What this author is aiming at, is the revitalization 
of this fundamental problem, a very special case of which, puzzled topologists for at 
least two decades before it became well understood. 

2. Basic definitions. Let BP be the Brown-Peterson spectrum associated with the 
prime p, and let F(x,y) = x +F y be the corresponding formal group law. The [mi
series is inductively defined by [l]x - x - F(x,0) and [n]x = F(x, [n — l]x). Then 
[pk]x = J2^ akjX1*1, a>k,i € BP2/ is the [p*]-series, which gives us the defining relation 
of BP*(BZ/pk). Although interesting, this series is quite complicated; especially when 
viewed as a &-fold composition of the [p] -series. Some information on the coefficients akj 
was obtained in [N-2]. The point of view in this note, will be different. We shall treat the 
[pk]-series as a (BP-)/?-typical series in its own right. By using well known elementary 
formal group law methods, we shall define elements v^n G BP* = Z(^)[vi, V2,...] such 
that: 

(1) [ / k = £ v M ^ m o d ( ^ ) 
n>\ 

and ideals Ik^n Ç BP* generated by the v*/s: 

(2) hn = (v*,o, v M , . . . , vM_i), where v*,o = pk-
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Basic references for the methods used are [H-2] and [Ar]. Next, we shall recall some 
well-known basic facts about the BP formal group law F, and its logarithm ([W]): 

(3) F(x, y)=x+Fy = x + y+ E a^y*\ (here the at/s generate BP*). 
/>oj>o 

(4) logx = E m / ^ \ where mo = 1, |ra/| = 2(pl — 1), mt G BP* ®Q. 

(5) BP* Ç //* BP = Z(p)[mi, m2, • • •], the Hurewicz map injects. 

(6) log(x +/r y) = log* + logy, in particular, \og([pk]x) = pk logx 

(7) plmt G /J+1 Ç BP2(p,-_i), /„ = (p, v i , . . . , vn_i), /«, = U7«-

(8) Let expBP x = exp JC = E ^^+ 1 = log - j JC, fro = 1 • 

Definition 3 and Lemma 4 below are well known ([H-2]). We recall that a curve is a 
formal power series with constant term zero. 

DEFINITION 3. A curve/(z) over BP* is p-typical if log/(z) = E f l / / , 0/ G //* BP. 

LEMMA 4. A curve f(z) is p-typical, if and only if, it has the form f(z) = Y1F utzp' for 
some U[ G BP*. 

PROOF. If/(z) = E F utzp\ then/(z) G BP* and by (6) log/(z) is 

(9) log(^) + E l o g ( ^ ) = E ^ < ^ + E m/i^ 
i>0 j>0 i>0J>0 

Therefore/(z) is p-typical. Conversely, let log/(z) = E/>o atzp'• Then (9) holds provided 
there are elements m such that 

(10) itfmn + E w/«f + 
i+j=n.i>0J>0 

By induction, we can solve uniquely for the un's in terms of the ra/s and afs. The 
coefficient of zp" in f(z) gives un+ polynomial in ut for / < n and a few of the ast's of the 
formal group law. So by induction, un G BP*. 

LEMMA 5. exp(pkx) G//BP*[[x]l. 

PROOF. (7) easily implies that pl H2i(p-\) Q BP2^-i); hence plbt G BP*. Therefore 
exp(A) = Zi>obi(pkx)i+l G//BP*[M]. 

LEMMA 6. [pk]x +f [— 1] exp(pkx) is a p-typical power series over BP*. 

PROOF. The series has coefficients in BP* and its logarithm is pk\ogx — pkx = 
Ziyom^'. 

COROLLARY 7. There exist elements v^n G BP2pn-2 such that 

d o \pk]x+F [-i)cxp(pkx) = £ Vk.y 
n>0 
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If we apply log to (11) we get pk logx = pkx + £«>o logO^y^"). By expanding we 

have: pkx + T,i>oPkfnix
p = pkx + £n>o vk^nx

pn + E/>o,«>o mi^ n^"+ • The coefficient of xPn 

is therefore: 
n-\ 

(12) pkmn = vM + J2 m^kn-v 
1=1 

By (12) one can compute vkiU recursively. If k = 1 we get precisely the defining relations 
for the Hazewinkel generators, so v\,n = vn. 

oo F 

(13) [pk]x = J2 ak,J
+i = £ v*^" m o d ( A 

1=0 «>1 

(14) Let Vjfc,o = /A 4,n = (v*,o,v*,i,..., vM_i), /*j00 = U7M-

By the definitions above we have I^n Ç /„. One can actually write the ra/s in terms of 
the Vfc,n's, by using the defining relations (12). In fact: 

PROPOSITION 8. (12) is equivalent to 

(15) mn= £ -^ , 
/,+--+Ir=W f 

where the sum is over all sequences (z'i,..., ir), ij, r G N s«c/z £/îûtf z'i + • • • + ir - n. 

PROOF. (12) easily implies (15) by a straightforward induction on n. Conversely, 
consider all terms in (15) for mn for which ir = j for fixed j , 1 < j < n. Then it 
is clear that these terms of the sum in (15) sum to p~kmn-jvlj so (15) implies that 

pkmn - Vk,n + ^ i ^ n _ i + • • • + wn_iv£ j . We note that when k = 1 the above relation is 
well known ([H-2]). 

PROPOSITION 9. akii e 4,«> ifi<pn— 1 andakiPn_{ = v̂ w mod4,«-

PROOF. The coefficient of ̂  is v^n+ polynomial in v^-, i < n over BP* modulo (pk). 
For / + 1 <pn the coefficient of y+1 is in lk^n. 

Let 7*,n be the standard toral class of the homology BP*((Z?Z//?*)n) given by the 
obvious «-fold product map 

(16) (Sl)n = Sl x Sl x • • • x Sl -> (BZ/pk)n = BZ/pk x BZ/pk x • • • x BZ/pk. 

The Kiinneth homomorphism: 

(17) *: ®BP*(SZ//i*) ^ BP*( (5Z / / r ) 

gives x(®?=i 7*,i) = 7*,„, hence Ann(®?=1 7*,i) Ç Ann(7*,„). 
BP*(BZ/pk) is well understood as a BP*-module. It is generated by elements 7*,i = 

zi, Z2? • • • ? \zn\ =2n— I subject to relations: 

(18) Y^ aKiZn-i = 0, n = 1,2,..., where it = 0, for / < 0. 
/>o 

PROPOSITION 10. Ikiïl ç Ann(®?=17*,i). 
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PROOF. By induction on n. pkz\ = 0 grounds the induction. Let Ikin Ç Ann(®?=1 z\) 
then 

VM((E)zi ) = ûjk^-i (g) zi = - E ^ , /v- / ® zi = o-
V i = l ' V / = l y V *=0 J i=l 

by induction, (18) and Proposition 9. 

PROPOSITION 11. 4?n ç Ann(7^). 

Let t^„ be the canonical element ik^n G BPn(K(Z/pk, n)). Using the obvious map: 

x £ Z / / « x K(Z/pk, 1) -> tf(Z//, n). 

we see that lk^n goes to £ n̂ hence Ann(7fc,>z) Q Ann(ifc,n). 

COROLLARY 12. / M ç Ann(6M). 

REMARK 13. One can also define "Araki"-type generators for IkM as follows: [pk]x is 
p-typical hence there are elements uk^n in BP* such that: 

oo F 

(19) [pk]x = Y,^iXi+l = j:uk^
n. 

1=0 «>0 

By applying log just as before we easily get: 

n-\ 

(20) (1 - p^~l)Vw„ = MM + £ ^<'„-;> ^ > 1, and uk# = / • 
i=i 

Sometimes the w^'s can be very handy since in (19) we do not have to go mod pk. By 
comparing (12) and (19) reduced mod pk, we easily see by induction: 

PROPOSITION 14. 4 n = (uk^ w^n . . . , w^„_0 ç BP*, and vk^n = ukMmodpk. 

3. Elementary properties. Our motivation for studying the 4,„'s is their relation 
to the annihilator ideals mentioned above, which in turn, as experience shows, seem to 
encode a lot of information about the bordism groups of the corresponding classifying 
spaces. But the complexity of the recursive relations (12), especially when one wants 
the v's in terms of some set of generators of BP*, seems to be in the way. For example, 
in terms of the Hazewinkel generators one has: 

(21) vk$=pk, (by definition), 

vM =p*-'v,,v t,2 = / - 1 v 2 + / - 2 ( l - p O - W - i ) ) ^ » . 

However, at least when n < k one can find a "very easy" set of generators for 4 n . 

PROPOSITION 15. a. Ifn < k then4,« = (pk
1p

km\,.. . ,//ran_i), and 
b. vM =pkmnmodI^n. 
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PROOF. By finite induction on n, one sees from (12) that/? divides v^n for n < k — 1. 

Hence miv
p
kn_i = plmi(p~lv^n-iyvp

k ~l_t is inlkn sinceplmi G BP* and/?1 — / > 0 . We are 

done by (12). 

REMARK 16. a. In general, Ik^n is properly contained in Ann((g)Jz
=1 7*,i). 

b. The ideals I^n are not regular. 
c. The ideals I^i arc not primary. 
d. The ideals 4,« are invariant. 
e. The ideal h^ is /2-primary. 

Only a) and d) need to be proved, a) follows from Lemmas 17 and 18 below. 

Let n = k = 2, then: 

LEMMA 17. p2|02,2^-2» P\a2,t if® <i<P2 — 2 andalpi_x = pv2 + v^+1 mod/2,2. 

PROOF The proof is easy. 

LEMMA 18. vf"2zi ®z\ =0. 

PROOF. By Lemma 17 and (18) we may let v^+1zi = pt for some f. Then by Lemma 
17, (18) and Proposition 10 we have (after we drop the tensor product symbol): 

vf2zizi= v\(pt)z\ = t(-p2zp) = -p^ziZp = tfzi(-pv\Zp) 

= tfz\[p2Z2P-\ + a2,2P-2Zi] = 0. 

Actually one can show that the annihilator of the toral class for two factors with k = 2 
is(p2,/7V!, V^+2), [N-l]. 

Remark 16 d) is the most important property of the 4,n's, and in fact, one can generalize 
Ravenel's Theorem [R], into the following: 

PROPOSITION 19. £f>0j>0 ^/Kv^y7 ' = £7>o,*>o vM*f mod(p*). 

PROOF. The proof follows exactly Ravenel's proof for the v's as presented in [W] 
p. 44, with the obvious modifications. We include it for completeness. We apply 7]R to 
(12) to get: 

pkriR(mn)= ]T riR{mi)riR{vk^if\ ox 
0<i<n 

pk E m4 = E mA'mi^n-j-if^• 
i+j=n 0 <j+l<n 

Add over all n, substituting pkmi in the left hand side; 

/ E '« + E mh^iÇ = E loê tmiy^Y1 or, 
n h+l+j=n,l>0 ' />0,5>0 

l o g ( e x p ( / E ^ ) ) + E logvM^= E logf/ffaOvy'; 
* ' />0j>0 />0,s>0 
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Apply exp: 

exp(/E'«W E v f = E tmiykjf • 
V n J />0 j>0 />0,s>0 

Now we can reduce mod pk and we are done by Lemma 5. 

PROPOSITION 20. a. The ideal Ik^n Ç BP* is invariant, 

b. r]R(ykjn) = v M mod/ M . 

PROOF. The proof is by induction on n. The ideal (pk) is invariant and rjR(pk~xv\ ) = 
pk~lriR(v\) = pk~l(v\ + pt\) = pk~lv\mod(pk). Inductively, we can assume that 4,n 
is invariant so we can work modulo I^n. Lastly, we have to use Proposition 19 in 
degree 2(pn — 1) modulo IkyH. This completes the inductive step of b. In particular, 
flR(vk,i) £ h,n+\ BP* BP, for 0 < / < n. In terms of the w's, the analogue of Proposition 
19 takes now the following form: 

F F 

(22) E tm(ukJf= E »k4-
i>0J>0 j>0,i>0 

Our next goal will be to compute the radicals of the 4,n's. Normally this would be a very 
difficult task due to the messy generators. But since the Ik^s are invariant, Landweber's 
work shows otherwise. 

LEMMA 21. [pk]x = pkx + pk~xv\xp + pk~lv2x
p2 + • • •mod/fj1. 

PROOF. By induction on k. [pk]x = [p]([pk~l]x) = E£>0
 u\AlPk~l]xY a nd by induc

tion u\ii([pk~x]x)pl G Z^1 for / > 0. Hence again by induction: 

uil0(\p
k~l]x) = p(pk-lx+pk-lvvf + • • Omod/^1. 

LEMMA 22. a. ak^_x = v^
k~lyn+-+p^+l mod/„. 

b.ak4eInfori<pkn-l. 

PROOF. By induction on k. Let/(A:, n) = p^k~x> + • • • + pn + 1. If k = 1, both a) and 
b) are well known. By induction we have modulo (In,xPn+x), [pk]x = [p]([pk~x]x) = 
Vn(v^nk~l lH)xP " Y" - This completes the inductive step of both a) and b). 

From now on, we denote by P any polynomial, in any number of variables. 

LEMMA 23. a. Ikikn ç /„. 

b- h,kn+i *s not contained in In. 

c /M Q 4 
d. aKpn_x = vM = uKn =pk~xvnmv&Ik

n. 
e. aKpn_x = vM = uKn =p^-lvnmodI^1. 
f. aKpkn_x = vkM = ukM = vP(/c-1)n+-+^+i mod/n. 
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PROOF. The coefficient of y?n is / / " ^ m o d / ^ 1 by Lemma 21 and ukin + 
P(uk$, • • -,^?n_i)by (19). By induction on n, we may assume that ukii =pk~xVimoéIk^1 

for / = 0,1, . . . ,«— 1. For dimensional reasons and from the formal group law, reduction 
modulo Z^1 gives just uk^n. On the other hand, ukiH = vkyn +Pkt, where \t\ = 2pn — 2. This 
concludes the proof of e). One can get d) from e) with care: Bye) and for dimensional 
reasons the coefficient of if must be of the form pk~xvn + P(p,..., v„_i) + Xplvn for 
some constant A and for / > k. Reducing mod/* gives us pk~xvn and trivially u^n and 
vk,n (by induction on n). This concludes d), which in turn implies c). 

Next, we shall prove f) and a) by induction on n, this time. If n - 1, then Ikik = 
(pk,pkm\,... ,pkmk^\) Ç (p) and akpk_x = vkyk = ukik = v^k,l) mod(p) by induction on 
k. This grounds the induction. Let us assume that V^(„_D = u^n-i) = V_f ) modulo 
In-\. Then by (19), the coefficient of A?" is ukikn + P(uk$,..., ukikn-\)By induction, 
this reduces modulo /„, to uk^kn + P(uk,(n-\)k+\, • • •? w^n-i) which reduces to ukikn for 
dimensional reasons (since lUn — \)k + l) > nk foi n > 1), and from the formal 
group law. This, along with Lemma 22 a), completes the inductive step for f). To prove 
a), let Ikikn Ç ln. By f), ukjkn G In+\. The coefficient of xPn+l for / = 0 , 1 , . . .,£ — 1 is 
"*,**+/ + P(ukio,..., uk^kn+i-\) which is in 7„+i by Lemma 22 b), and P is also in In+\ 
by finite induction on i, hence «*,*„+/ £ 7n+i- So Ik^n+\) Q In+\, which concludes the 
induction of a). Finally, b) follows from f). 

Let Rad(7) denote the radical of the ideal /. Then we have: 

COROLLARY 24. Rad(/^„) = In. 

PROOF. By induction on n. If n = I, Ikjk = (pk,pkmi1... ,pkmk-\) has radical (p). 
Suppose that the radical of h,k(n-\) is h-\- Since Ik^kn is invariant, the work of Landweber 
[L-2] shows that its radical should be some Ij (J = 1,2,..., oo). By Lemma 23 a) and by 
induction we should have In-\ Ç Ij Ç /«. By Lemma 23 f) i/^Jn-1) + P(p,..., vn-i) = 
w*,*(/i-i) ^ 4,A:n Ç Ij- Hence v(^f_1) G //. Therefore vw_i G //, since Ij is prime. This 
shows that /; = /„ which completes the induction. 

COROLLARY 25. Rad(4^(„_i)+/) = In, for i = 1,2,..., &. 

PROOF. The proof is as in Lemma 24 by induction, and by using the same lemma. 

COROLLARY 26. In ç Rad(Aim(®^l~
l)+i/ykiiJ),fori = 1,2,...,ifc. 

4. The radical of Ann(®"=1 7*,i), Ann(7^,„) and Ann(*^n). In this section, using 
Lemma 23 f), and a theorem of Ravenel and Wilson [RW], we show that the radicals of 
all the annihilators mentioned in the title, are equal to In. 

LEMMA 27. If M is a BP* BP-comodule, and t G M is vn-\-torsion, then Vnt = Ofor 
some integer r > 1. 

PROOF. V„_I-torsion, implies/?,..., v„_2-torsion, by [JY]. Let I'I, . . . , in be such that 
pl\t - . . • = vl^_xt - 0, then any r greater than n • max{//, j = 1 , . . . , n} will satisfy the 
conclusion of the claim. 
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LEMMA 28. For any integer r > 1, there is an integer m(r) such that v%^z\ G 
BP*(BZ/pk) is a finite sum in zi,Z2,--- with coefficients in Fn. 

PROOF. By induction on r. If r = 1, we may take m{\) =/(/:, n) and we are done by 
(18) and Lemma 23 f). If the conclusion holds for 1, 2 , . . . , r— 1, then v%(r~l)z\ is a finite 
sum in z\, zi,... with coefficients in F~{. Now by multiplying this equality through by 
i/(*,n), we can reapply (18), via Lemma 23 f), to compute v^k,n)Zj for every Zj that shows 
up in the sum. This gives us a sum with terms in z/'s with / < j , and terms in z//s with 
h>j whose coefficients are in In by Lemma 23 f). For each of the "lower" z's, we may 
repeat this finite process, if necessary, until we get terms with coefficients in /„. This 
concludes the inductive step. 

LEMMA 29. ®?=1 z\ e ®?=1 BP*(flZ///0 w vn-X-torsion. 

PROOF. Induction on n. If n= lthen//1 = 0. Let the statement be true for 1,. . . ,n—1. 
So ®"=~1

1 zi is vn_2-torsion and by Lemma 27, there is an r such that /£_j ®J~{
1 z\ = 0. By 

Lemma 28 there is an m such that v%_lz\ is a finite sum with coefficients in Fn_x, hence 
v^_! ®"=1 zi = 0. This concludes the induction. 

Next, we have immediately, by the Annihilator Ideal Test [JW-2]: 

COROLLARY 30. homdimBp, ®"=i BP*(BZ//?^) is > n. 

COROLLARY 31. homdiniBP, BP*(x?=1BZ//7,0 is > n. 

The special case /t = • • • = /n = ^ would imply that the homological dimension of 
BP*(K(Z/pk, n)) is no less than n. But we already know that it is infinite by [JW-1]. 

We are finally in a position to compute the radicals of the annihilators mentioned 
above. 

PROPOSITION 32. Rad(Ann(®?=1 7*,i)) = Rad(Ann(7*,„)) = Rad(Ann(/;M)) = In. 

PROOF. The annihilator of a primitive element must be invariant by [L-1 ]. The radical 
of an invariant ideal must be a /, by [L-2]. Since vn-torsion implies vn-\ -torsion, we have 
that the radical of all the above annihilators contains In, by Lemma 29. We shall show 
next, that vn is not in the largest of the radicals. For if it were, then there would be an /, 
such that vl

niL n — 0. This contradicts Theorem 13.4 of [RW] which states that v j ^ U^n 

is not zero for all integers / > 0. Therefore the same is true for ®"=1 7&,i and 7*,n and the 
claim follows. 

REMARK 33. a. The results of [RW] were proved for p odd, but they were extended 
to any prime in the Appendix of [JW-3]|. 

b. When k = 1 the entire module BP*(xJ=1 BZ/pk) was computed in [JW-3]. 
c. The expected answer for the homological dimension of BP*(x"=1 BZ/pk), is n. 
d. We feel that Ann(®"=1 7*,i ) should be contained in Ik,k(n-i)+u but we have too little 

evidence to upgrade this statement, to the status of a conjecture. 
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5. Some examples. In this section we present a few particular examples that might 
motivate the interested reader to pursue his or her own computations. 

Let A^rt be the annihilator ideal of the toral class of BP*((7?Z///)W). Then we know 
thatAM =( / / ) , by [CF],AM = Ihn = (vi,0, v M , . . . , vM_i) = In = (/?, vb . . . , v„_i), by 
[RW] and [M],and A2,2 = (p2,pvi, vf 2), by [N-l]. 

Let p = 2 and /: = 2. By using the recursion (12) we can compute (by computer) the 
first few v2 /s: 

V2,0 = 4 , V2,l = 2vi , V2,2 = 2v2 - Vj, V2,3 = 2V3 ~V\v\- 5vf V2 - 4Vj, 

v2,4= 2v4 - V1V3 + 2v2v2v3 + 10vjV2v3 - 119viv3 - lv\ + 12vJv\ - 9v^v2
3 

- 8 2 v ^ - 8 2 v { 2 v 2 - 4 0 v } 5 . 

Hence the first few 72,/ 's in simplified generators are: 

/2,i = (4), ha = (4,2vi), /2,3 = (4, 2vi, 2v2 + v?), 

/2,4 = (4,2vi, 2v2 + v], 2v3 + viv^), 

72,5 = (4, 2vi, 2v2 + vi, 2v3 + viv2, 2v4 + vi v2 + v2). 

Note that the corresponding radicals are: 

Rad(/2,i) = Rad(/2,2) = (2), Rad(/2,3) = Rad(/2,4) = (2, vi), Rad(/2,5) = (2, vu v2), as 
predicted by Corollary 25. On the other hand since A2ii = (4), A2?2 = (4,2v\, v*) we have 
that Rad(A2?i) = (2), Rad(A2,2) = (2, vi), which agrees with Proposition 32. So we see 
that Ai?i =4,1, 72,2 Ç A2,2 and A2?2 Ç 723. The last statement agrees with Remark 33 d). 

One final observation in this case is that already v2 G 72,5, with some very careful 
juggling of the relations. 

The case p = 3, n = 2 gives similar results. Calculations reveal that, quite often, 
studying the case p = 2 is enough to predict what happens in general; for it seems that 
all the pathologies and complications in the [p*]-series show up early on, when p = 2. 

As a last example we discuss the case p = 2 and k = 3. This time we can only offer 
partial information starting with the following lemma that will be stated without proof, 
and a "natural" conjecture: 

LEMMA 34. (8,4vu 2v\, v|°) ç A3,2. 

CONJECTURE 35. (8,4vb 2v{, v}°) = A3,2. 

Actually one can prove with some care that for any prime/?: 

LEMMA 36. (p3,p2v\,pvp
l
+ , v̂  + p+ ) Ç A3)2, and form the corresponding conjecture 

that equality holds. 

If/? = 2 we have: 

3̂,0 = 8, v3?i = 4vi, v3i2 = 4v2 — 6vi, v3?3 = 4v3 — 6viv2 — 102vfv2 — 81v^, 
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v3,4= 4v4 - 6V1V3 + 24v\v2
2v3 + 408v^v2v3 - 32442v?v3 - 126v^ + 6Slv\v4

2 

- 1 9 5 6 v ^ - 2l201vy2 - 24429vJ2v2 - 11796vJ5. 

Hence the first few I^i 's in simplified generators are: 

/3,i = (8), /3,2 = (8,4vi), 73,3 = (8,4v!, 4v2 + 2v?), 

73,4 = (8,4vi, 4v2 + 2v^, 4v3 + 2viv| + v]), 

/ 3 5 = (8,4vi,4v2 + 2vi,4v3 + 2viV2 + Vi,4v4 + 2viV3 +2V2 + V1V2). 

The corresponding radicals are: 

Rad(73,i) = Rad(73,2) = Rad(/3,3) = (2), Rad(/3,4) = Rad(73,5) = (2, vi), 

as predicted by Corollary 25. On the other hand A3j = (8), (8,4vi,2v|, v}°) ÇA3i2 Ç 734 

and Rad(8,4vb 2v}, v}°) = Rad(A3,2) = Rad(/3,4) = (2, vi). 
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